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Abstract

Mosasauroids were a successful lineage of squamate reptiles (lizards and snakes) that radi-

ated during the Late Cretaceous (95–66 million years ago). They can be considered one of

the few lineages in the evolutionary history of tetrapods to have acquired a fully aquatic life-

style, similarly to whales, ichthyosaurs and plesiosaurs. Despite a long history of research

on this group, their phylogenetic relationships have only been tested so far using traditional

(unweighted) maximum parsimony. However, hypotheses of mosasauroid relationships and

the recently proposed multiple origins of aquatically adapted pelvic and pedal features in

this group can be more thoroughly tested by methods that take into account variation in

branch lengths and evolutionary rates. In this study, we present the first mosasauroid phylo-

genetic analysis performed under different analytical methods, including maximum likeli-

hood, Bayesian inference, and implied weighting maximum parsimony. The results indicate

a lack of congruence in the topological position of halisaurines and Dallasaurus. Addition-

ally, the genus Prognathodon is paraphyletic under all hypotheses. Interestingly, a number

of traditional mosasauroid clades become weakly supported, or unresolved, under Bayesian

analyses. The reduced resolutions in some consensus trees create ambiguities concerning

the evolution of fully aquatic pelvic/pedal conditions under many analyses. However, when

enough resolution was obtained, reversals of the pelvic/pedal conditions were favoured by

parsimony and likelihood ancestral state reconstructions instead of independent origins of

aquatic features in mosasauroids. It is concluded that most of the observed discrepancies

among the results can be associated with different analytical procedures, but also due to lim-

ited postcranial data on halisaurines, yaguarasaurines and Dallasaurus.
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Introduction

Mosasauroid reptiles sensu Bell [1] (mosasaurids + aigialosaurids) were a diverse and globally

distributed clade of lizards that invaded freshwater and marine environments during the Late

Cretaceous [1–5]. Although multiple reptilian clades have become secondarily adapted to

aquatic habitats, mosasauroids were one of the few to become fully aquatic—feeding and

spending most of their life cycle in aquatic environments [6]. Some of the most relevant

aspects of mosasauroid morphology that illustrate their transition to an aquatic lifestyle are

concentrated in a set of changes in their pelvic and pedal anatomy. These changes, such as loss

of contact between the sacral vertebrae and the pelvis followed by a reduction in the number of

sacrals, characterize the so called hydropelvic condition [7]. Additionally, the development of

hyperphalangy in the autopodium, which aids in locomotion under water, constitutes the

hydropedal condition [8]. These two conditions of the pelvic and pedal morphologies as

observed in most mosasauroids contrast to the connection between sacrum and ilium (termed

plesiopelvic), as well as the typical phalangeal formula (plesiopedal), as seen in most limbed

squamates [7, 8].

Despite numerous previous studies on mosasauroid phylogeny and evolution of pelvic and

pedal characters, it is still uncertain whether mosasauroids acquired their aquatic adaptations

only once in their evolutionary history [1, 9, 10], or multiple times [7, 8, 11, 12]. The hypothe-

sis of convergent evolution of aquatic adaptations in mosasauroids has been proposed, and

given further support in the past decade, due to the incorporation of new taxa (e.g. Dallasaurus
and Tethysaurus) into phylogenetic analyses of mosasauroids. However, some other studies

(with a similar taxonomic sampling) still recover fully aquatic mosasaurs as forming a single

clade [11, 13]—e.g. the clade Natantia of Bell [1], also recovered by Caldwell [9, 10].

One common aspect to all analyses published so far is that these have been analyzed using

only traditional unweighted maximum parsimony. Nevertheless, incorporating multiple meth-

ods that take into account the effect of highly plastic characters to phylogenetic inference can

provide an important additional test towards hypothesis of mosasauroid interrelationships,

and of the potentially homoplastic origin of fully aquatic forms. In the present study, we pro-

vide the first analysis of mosasauroid relationships based on traditional (unweighted) maxi-

mum parsimony using two different coding schemes: contingent (Co-UMP) and multistate

codings (Mu-UMP). Additionally, we utilize methods designed to downweight homoplasy

and/or take evolutionary rates along with branch lengths into consideration: parsimony under

implied weighting (IWMP), maximum likelihood (ML) and Bayesian inference. The latter

methods should provide a more robust phylogenetic assessment of the recently proposed con-

vergent evolution of aquatically adapted features than the traditional maximum parsimony.

We also make comments and considerations relative to the benefits and limitations of likeli-

hood methods in phylogenetic investigations using morphological data, and their potential

application to the study of fossil lineages.

Materials and Methods

Important considerations on the usage of likelihood based methods for

the analysis of morphological data

Numerous advantages of likelihood based methods have been proposed, such as having greater

accuracy and efficiency in finding the correct trees when evolutionary rates vary among

branches [14–16]. However, allowances must be made due to the lack of comparability across

simulation studies that use different taxon sampling and tree topologies to assess accuracy, as

well as different approaches towards measuring accuracy [17]. Furthermore, most of these
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studies were initially based on molecular data only. More recently, however, some studies have

tested the performance of likelihood methods against parsimony using morphological data,

which are discussed below.

Evolutionary rate variation is essential to a more biologically realistic phylogenetic infer-

ence, and these have become a dominant parameter in likelihood based phylogenetics [18–21].

However, while a Poisson model of substitution with a gamma distribution has been claimed

to be an efficient prior for molecular substitution rates [21], there is uncertainty over the best

model for morphological characters. While some datasets better fit a gamma distribution of

rate variation among characters, others better fit a lognormal distribution [19, 22]. Testing

both models for a given dataset seems to be crucial to model based phylogenetic investigations

[22], and we thus perform such a test herein (see below).

Despite the possible lower fit of gamma distributions for some morphological datasets,

this model still performs better than traditional parsimony in several aspects. For instance, it

has been demonstrated (using a dataset of taxon sampling size similar to ours herein) that at

variable evolutionary rates, Bayesian inference seem to outperforms maximum parsimony

for discrete morphological characters, with and without missing data [23, 24]. Furthermore,

Bayesian analyses also have less topological error than traditional parsimony in different sce-

narios of rate heterogeneity, especially when data for slow-evolving characters are missing

[23].

Dataset

We used the mosasauroid dataset of Bell [1], with the subsequent modifications and additions

performed over the last 20 years by numerous authors, and summarized most recently by Palci

et al. [12], Jimenez-Huidobro & Caldwell [25] and Jiménez-Huidobro et al. [26]. As our goal

was primarily to test different phylogenetic methods, we did not alter the character construc-

tions, neither included nor deleted any character. However, we have changed the outgroup

choice, tested different coding schemes, and performedsome changes to ingroup taxon inclu-

sion and scoring (see below).

Outgroup choice

Outgroup choice is an integral part of all parsimony based methods. All published phylogenies

focused on mosasauroid relationships thus far have used a combination of varanid lizard scor-

ings to the composition of a theoretical “outgroup” operational taxonomic unit (OTU). The

only major datasets that have used a different approach are the large scale squamate phyloge-

nies that also happen to have a large taxonomic sampling of mosasauroids—e.g. Conrad [27]

and Conrad et al. [13]. However, the creation of a composite OTU that does not correspond to

a real taxonomic entity creates some technical issues, such as unnecessary polymorphisms in

the outgroup. Most importantly, in the case of artificial outgroups, character polarity may be

determined a priori based on prior beliefs of character evolution (e.g. selection of an all zero,

or supposedly plesiomorphic outgroup), whereas polarity should be determined a posteriori
(an assumption implicit in most parsimony software) and the outgroup taxa to be uncon-

strained [28, 29].

Another potential caveat of the utilization of Varanus, or a varanid composite as an out-

group, is the possibility that mosasauroids may actually be distantly related to varanids, ac-

cording to some previous discussions on the topic [2], as well as some phylogenetic hypotheses.

Other than a sister-clade relationship to varanids [30–34], mosasauroids have been inferred

to fall somewhere near the stem of Anguimorpha [31, 35–38], outside of Scleroglossa [39], or

as toxicoferans, but outside of Anguimorpha [40]. Although outgroups do not need to be
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necessarily sister taxa to the ingroup [29], very distantly related OTUs may offer little basis of

comparison regarding character evolution in the branch leading to the ingroup.

Instead of Varanus, or a combination of varanid features, we added three dolichosaurid liz-

ards to the dataset: Adriosaurus suessi Seeley, 1881 [30, 41], Dolichosaurus longicollis Owen,

1850 [42, 43]and Pontosaurus kornhuberi Caldwell, 2006 [44], designating Adriosaurus suessi
as the outgroup. These taxa, along with other dolichosaurids, have consistently been found in

every analysis of mosasauroid and squamate relationships as closely related to mosasauroids,

either as part of a Hennigean comb leading to mosasauroids [9, 13, 27, 40], or as part of their

sister clade [30–32, 39, 44, 45]. This should provide a more reasonable comparison of character

evolution and polarization relative to the ingroup: mosasaurids. An unconstrained outgroup,

including Adriosaurus (as the officially designated outgroup) and the two other dolichosaurids

also allows testing of the ingroup composition and some of the relationships among the out-

group taxa. Additionally, all taxa recovered as external to mosasaurids will have an influence

over the character-state optimization at the node ancestral to the ingroup. Therefore, the crite-

rion for determining the ancestral states to the ingroup during optimization will be the same

as the one used for ancestral node optimization as performed for the ingroup ancestral nodes

—the Fitch optimization in the case of discrete characters [46] and Farris optimization for

ordered characters [47]. We consider this a better approach than constraining a set of taxa as

the outgroup.

We have also added to the dataset herein two aigialosaurid species: Aigialosaurus dalmaticus
Kramberger, 1892 [48, 49] and Aigialosaurus bucchichi Kornhuber, 1901 [11, 50]. These taxa

have been previously analyzed in mosasauroid datasets, but often combined into a single

OTU, or only one of them being used. We consider it relevant to include both as separate

OTUs in order to test their position as early evolving mosasauroids, and outgroups to mosa-

saurids—which is especially relevant when considering the possibility of multiple origins of

fully aquatic mosasauroids (see Dutchak & Caldwell [11]). In case they are recovered as early

evolving mosasauroids, then they should have a strong influence over the composition and

character polarity of early mosasaurids.

Ingroup taxa

Minor changes to taxon inclusion and scoring were performed, in accordance with recent revi-

sions and incorrect scorings noticed by us. According to recent revisions [51–53], Mosasaurus
maximus is a junior synonym of M. hoffmannii, and this synonymization is incorporated in

our dataset by exclusion of the M.maximus OTU. A few incorrect scorings for both Platecar-
pus species, as well as Latoplatecarpus willistoni and Plioplatecarpus, are corrected herein based

on Konishi & Caldwell [54–56]. Additional changes include: Character 29 (maxilla tooth num-

ber) was re-scored as ‘1’ for Tethysaurus nopcsai based on both literature and personal observa-

tion (IP): 19 between actual teeth and tooth positions are found in the holotype and Bardet

et al. [57] recognize that there may be room for an extra one, but no more than that. Moreover,

19 teeth are scored in the dentary, and there is no evidence to support a different number in

the maxilla. A polymorphism for character 70 (tooth fluting) in Tethysaurus was solved by re-

coding the character state as ‘0’, following the information available from published material

[57].

Dataset modifications

The inclusion of dolichosaurid and aigialosaurid taxa required the addition of a new charac-

ter-state to three characters: 37 (state 3), 63 (state 2), 100 (state 2) (see also see also S1 Text), as

the conditions observed in these taxa were not accounted for in the existing character-states.

Mosasauroid phylogeny and aquatic adaptations
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Another modification to the dataset was combining six binary characters into multistate char-

acters (see S1 Text and S1 Dataset). These characters were dependent on each other and would

be better analyzed under a single transformation series. The dataset with multistate coding

merged 6 characters with other pre-existing characters, thus resulting in a final character list of

125 characters. The final number of taxa consisted of 44 taxa. For matters of comparison with

numerous previously published results of mosasauroid relationships that used contingently

coded characters, we also tested a contingently coded characters dataset containing 131 char-

acters analyzed under unweighted maximum parsimony (Co-UMP—see S2 Dataset).

Analytical procedures

Traditional (unweighted) maximum parsimony (Co-UMP and Mu-UMP). The mor-

phological dataset was analyzed in the software T.N.T. [58] using the heuristic “Traditional

Search” under TBR (100 replicates x 100 iterations). Although the number of taxa in the data-

set is relatively low, we further tested the dataset using the “New Technologies Search” algo-

rithms “Ratchet” (1000 iterations), “Sectorial Searches” (1000 rounds), and “Tree Fusing”

(1000 rounds), upon the trees initially obtained by the same algorithms and 1,000 Wagner

trees obtained by random addition sequence (RAS), in the sequence outlined in Simões et al.

[59]. As expected, however, there was no difference in the number or length of the most parsi-

monious trees obtained by both methods for a dataset of this size.

Maximum parsimony under implied weighting (IWMP). A second parsimony analysis

used the algorithm of implied weighting, as described by Goloboff [60, 61], along with TBR

(100 replicates x 100 iterations), with the default function of K = 3.0.

Maximum likelihood (ML). The ML analysis was performed in IQ-Tree v. 1.3.10 avail-

able on the web server [62, 63]. We selected traditional for morphological data and Mk for the

model of substitution model [18] for the analysis of the dataset. Rate variation among sites was

modeled using a discrete gamma distribution [64] with eight rate categories (+G8). Effects of

the number of rate categories on the phylogenetic reconstructions under the gamma distribu-

tion model have been tested for both molecular and morphological data (using ML and Bayes-

ian inference) with similar results showing that four to ten categories are sufficient for the

effective approximation of the continuous gamma distribution [21, 22, 64]. Therefore, we

selected a number of categories for our analysis from this empirically determined range of val-

ues. To account for the absence of invariable characters in the data set, we used an ascertain-

ment bias correction (+ASC). The node support was estimated using the ultrafast bootstrap

option with 1000 replicates [65].

Bayesian inference. Bayesian analysis of the data set was performed in MrBayes v. 3.2.5

[66]. We used the Mk(V) model that combines traditional Mk model [18] and an ascertain-

ment bias correction to account for the lack of invariable characters in our data set. To explore

potential effects of the different distribution models of the rate heterogeneity and state fre-

quencies, we performed four independent analyses with different combinations of settings for

these parameters. We tested both gamma (GA) and lognormal (LN) distributions for rate het-

erogeneity, and uniform (Uni) and exponential (Exp) priors governing the shape of these dis-

tributions (α and σ2 values). These were combined as follows: (i) Mk(V) + Exp + GA; (ii) Mk

(V) + Exp + LN; (iii) Mk(V) + Uni + GA; and (iv) Mk(V) + Uni + LN. Equal rates of variation

are systematically found as a less desirable model in comparison to variable rates for Bayesian

inference not just of molecular, but also of morphological data [22, 67–71]. Equal rates are also

less realistic in a biological sense [18–21]. Therefore, we focused on comparing traditionally

used gamma distribution with the lognormal model of the among character rate variation.

Each analysis was performed with two independent runs of 1×107 generations each. The

Mosasauroid phylogeny and aquatic adaptations
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relative burn-in fraction was set to 25% and the chains were sampled every 1000 generations.

The temperature parameter for the four chains in each independent run was set to 0.01 as

determined by preliminary runs to achieve optimal chain mixing values (0.4–0.8). Conver-

gence of independent runs was assessed through the average standard deviation of split fre-

quencies (ASDSF < 0.01) and potential scale reduction factors [PSRF� 1 for all parameters,

[72]] calculated at the end of the Bayesian runs. We used Tracer v. 1.6 [73] software to deter-

mine whether the runs reached stationary phase and to ensure that the effective sample size

(ESS) for each parameter was greater than 200. To estimate the posterior tree with maximum

clade credibility (Bayesian MCC), we used TreeAnnotator v. 2.4.3 [74].

Topology tests. In order to test whether the tree topologies obtained under the different

methods above were significantly different from each other, we performed a parsimony based

Wilcoxon signed-ranks test [75] in PAUP� 4.0a146 [76] and a likelihood-based Shimodaira–

Hasegawa test [SH test [77]] as implemented in IQ-tree v. 1.3.10 [62, 63]. In each test, the fol-

lowing topologies were compared: 84 most parsimonious trees from the Mu-UMP analysis, 30

MPTs from the Co-UMP analysis, the best-fit IWMP tree, the ML tree, and the final trees from

each of the four independent Bayesian analyses represented as majority-rule consensus trees.

For the SH test, 1000 bootstrap replicates were resampled using the re-estimated log likeli-

hoods (RELL) method.

Model tests. Recent studies have shown that substitution rates in morphological data may

better fit a lognormal distribution instead of a gamma distribution [19, 22], the latter being

the most commonly implemented model for likelihood based methods. When there is a differ-

ence in the distribution model fit to the data, a lognormal distribution is usually the better fit

model. However, fit to the data is dependent on the dataset, and model tests are strongly rec-

ommended [22]. Unfortunately, all maximum likelihood softwares known to us that imple-

ment the Mk model for morphological data do not implement the lognormal distribution

model. Therefore, model testing and subsequent runs with distinct distribution parameters

were performed for the Bayesian inference analyses only. For Bayesian inference, model fit

was tested using Bayes factors [B10] and calculated using the marginal model likelihoods

[f̂ ðXjMÞ] [71] by applying the stepping-stone sampling (SS) method [78]. Model likelihoods

using SS as implemented in Mr. Bayes v. 3.2 [66] provides greater accuracy and allows compar-

isons across different priors when compared to model likelihoods using harmonic means [22,

78, 79]. The interpretation of the results of the model fit to the data follows previous authors

[22, 67, 69–71, 80] in using the values provided by Kass & Raftery [81] as a common basis of

comparison: when 2loge(B10)> 2 (positive evidence against model M0); when 2loge(B10)> 6

(strong evidence against model M0); when 2loge(B10)> 10 (very strong evidence against model

M0).

Character mapping: Characters were mapped in Mesquite v.3.04 [82] utilizing the “Trace

Character History” tool. Character history was established using parsimony reconstruction of

characters states for parsimony inferred trees obtained from T.N.T. Likelihood reconstruction

of character states was used for the tree topologies and associated branch lengths from the

Bayesian consensus tree and the maximum likelihood tree imported from the model based

software packages, using the Mk1 probability model.

Results

Despite the change in the outgroup, and minor updates in the ingroup taxa and scorings,

the analysis with Co-UMP (the coding and search method used by most mosasauroid phyloge-

nies) provided results (Fig 1A) that are generally similar to the most recent analyses of mosa-

sauroid relationships [12, 25, 26]. Namely, aigialosaurs lie at the base of the lineage leading to
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Fig 1. Phylogenetic analysis of mosasauroid relationships using different methods. (A) Co-UMP: strict consensus of 30 most parsimonious trees

(450 steps each) (CI = 0.350; RI = 0.692). (B) Mu-UMP: strict consensus of 84 most parsimonious trees (445 steps each) (CI = 0.329; RI = 0.660; length).
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mosasaurids; Mosasaurinae is monophyletic (and inclusive of Halisaurinae and Dallasaurus);
and Russellosaurina is also monophyletic (inclusive of yaguarasaurines, tethysaurines, plio-

platecarpines and tylosaurines). Our Co-UMP results are also similar to those of Palci et al.

[12] and Jimenez-Huidobro & Caldwell [25], regarding the position of Komensaurus and

halisaurines.

The Mu-UMP analysis offers the least resolved topology when compared to all other resul-

tant topologies (Co-UMP, IWMP, ML, Bayesian)—Fig 1B. The monophyly of Mosasauroidea

(Aigialosauridae + Mosasauridae) and Mosasauridae [sensu 1] could not be verified due to a

polytomy that includes Pontosaurus, Komensaurus, aigialosaurids, halisaurines, russellosaur-

ines and mosasaurines. Dallasaurus is recovered at the base of a monophyletic Mosasaurinae,

as in previous phylogenies [e.g., 8, 12, 83, 84], and Russellosaurina [84] was also found as a

monophyletic group.

A better resolved and alternative hypothesis is offered instead by the IWMP analysis (Fig

1C). A major difference between the IWMP tree and the Mu-UMP strict consensus is the

placement of halisaurines as the sister group of Russellosaurina rather than of Mosasaurinae

(as in the Co-UMP strict consensus). Additionally, aigialosaurs are found in a clade with Pon-
tosaurus and Komensaurus as early evolving mosasauroids. Moreover, because the best-fit tree

represented by the IWMP is not a consensus tree, the relationships amongst the less inclusive

mosasaurines clades (i.e., Clidastes, Globidens, Prognathodon andMosasaurus groups) are all

fully resolved, thus differing from both other maximum parsimony trees (Co- and Mu-UMP).

As in previous phylogenies, and all our topologies in which enough resolution was obtained,

Prognathodon is confirmed to represent a paraphyletic genus [cf. 12, 83].

The maximum likelihood tree recovers some of the relationships observed in both the Co-

UMP strict consensus and the IWMP trees (Fig 1D). For instance, Pontosaurus is the sister

taxon of Mosasauroidea, aigialosaurids are monophyletic and lie at the base of the mosasaur-

oids, and Komensaurus is the sister taxon to Mosasauridae. Mosasaurines and Russellosaurina

are recovered as monophyletic, and as in the Co-UMP, Dallasasaurus is found along with hali-

saurines at the base of the lineage leading to Mosasaurinae.

In the Bayesian inference analyses four different combinations of models were used, and

their fit to the data tested using Bayes Factors (see methods and Table 1). The models fit to

the data indicate the lognormal distribution was positively preferred over the gamma distribu-

tion under both shape priors (uniform and exponential), although not strongly preferred:

(C) IWMP (fit = 45.45942; CI = 0.360; RI = 0.706; length = 449 steps). (D) ML tree. For the ML tree, branches are proportional to their length, values above

branches indicate bootstrap support and scale bar represents branch lengths. Abbreviations: Ai, Aigialosauridae; Do, Dolichosauridae; Ha, Halisaurinae;

Mo, Mosasaurinae; Pl, Plioplatecarpinae; Te, Tethysaurinae; Ty, Tylosaurinae; Ya, Yaguarasaurinae.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.g001

Table 1. Model likelihoods and bayes factors for the analyses performed.

M1/M0 Mean marginal model log likelihood Bayes Factor

loge bf ðXjM1Þ loge bf ðXjM0Þ
logeB10 2logeB10

Exp-LN/Exp-GA -1671.54 -1673.62 2.08 4.16

Exp-LN/Uni-LN -1671.54 -1671.66 0.12 0.24

Exp-GA/Uni-GA -1673.62 -1673.83 0.21 0.42

Uni-LN/Uni-GA -1671.66 -1673.83 2.17 4.34

Exp, exponential hyperprior on the shape of the gamma or lognormal distributions; GA, gamma distribution of among character rate variation; LN, lognormal

distribution of among character rate variation; Uni, uniform (flat) hyperprior on the shape of the gamma or lognormal distributions

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.t001
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6> 2loge(B10)> 2. When comparing both priors, there is no positive preference for any

model: 2loge(B10)< 2.

The trees obtained from Bayesian inference with the lognormal distributions are depicted

in Fig 2, using the exponential (Fig 2A) and the uniform (Fig 2B) priors. All trees (see also S1

Fig) are characterized by a greater lack of resolution in multiple sectors of the tree when com-

pared to the final trees from Co-UMP, IWMP, and ML analyses, although more similar in this

aspect to the Mu-UMP strict consensus tree. Importantly, they are unique in several aspects,

and deviate the most from the other trees (Table 2).

The majority rule consensus trees from the Bayesian inference analyses recovered relation-

ships amongst the earliest branching lineages (dolichosaurs and aigialosaurs) that are very sim-

ilar to the ones in the ML and Co-UMP trees. However, for all the other major clades and

terminal taxa there are quite important re-arrangements. Within Mosasauroidea, halisaurines
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https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.g002
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are recovered in a polytomy with Komensaurus, Dallasaurus, “yaguarasaurines”, tethysaurines

and the branch leading to all the other mosasaurids. Yaguarasaurinae is not recovered as

monophyletic, and neither are Plioplatecarpinae, Russellosaurina or Mosasaurinae—if Dalla-
saurus is considered to be part of Mosasaurinae, as in most previous studies including that

taxon [7, 8, 12, 25, 83, 85]. Most mosasaurines, however, do form a clade if Dallasaurus is not

considered as a member of that group. The most notable difference between all Bayesian analy-

ses and the remaining ones is the position of taxa usually classified within Russellosaurina.

Tylosaurines (recovered as monophyletic) and most “plioplatecarpines” are found in a polyt-

omy with Mosasaurinae (exclusive of Dallsasaurus). In three of the four Bayesian trees (Exp-

GA, Uni-LN, Exp-LN), Angolasaurus is recovered as the sister taxon to the clade inclusive of

other “plioplatecarpines”, tylosaurines and mosasaurines (excluding Dallasaurus), whereas in

the Uni-GA Bayesian analysis it is in the polytomy with the aforementioned groups. Within

Mosasaurinae (exclusive of Dallsasaurus), all species of Mosasaurus form a clade with Ploto-
saurus bennisoni and Plesiotylosaurus crassidens. Additionally, all species of Clidastes form a

clade with the two Globidens OTUs. In all of the Bayesian trees, Prognathodon is a paraphyletic

genus, with P. curri and P. solvayi recovered as the earliest derived mosasaurines in the two

Bayesian trees with lognormal distribution of substitution rates (the ones with better Bayes

Factor indices herein).

The trees with maximum clade posterior probability values from the Bayesian inference

analyses, just as the maximum likelihood tree, indicate the tree with the highest values for the

optimality criterion for this method (posterior probabilities). The maximum credibility tree

(Fig 3) was obtained as the product of the clades posterior probabilities (see also Methods). In

both the maximum credibility tree and the majority rule consensus tree, russellosaurines are

paraphyletic, forming a comb leading to mosasaurines (without Dallasaurus). Additionally,

plioplatecarpines are polyphyletic, whereas tylosaurines are once more found as monophyletic.

Clades A, B and C in the maximum credibility tree indicate new broad level topological rela-

tionships amongst mosasauroid clades obtained only by Bayesian inference results, with clade

C being the most consistent as it is recovered across most of the posterior trees, thus being

recovered in the consensus tree too (Fig 2).

Table 2. Summary of the Wilcoxon signed-ranks and Shimodaira-Hasegawa tests (SH) test results for topologies generated under the different

search methods.

Method Templeton SH

Length P -LogL P

Mu-UMP 445 0.9857–1.0000 2336.973–2353.912 0.5070–0.9890

Co-UMP 446–447 0.6374–1.0000 2343.877–2352.36 0.5730–0.8800

IWMP 449 0.4142 2367.288 0.2370

ML 447 0.7327 2334.732 1.0000

Bayesian inference

Exp+GA 521 <0.0001* 2441.756 0.0000*

Exp+LN 511 <0.0001* 2425.579 0.0000*

Uni+GA 525 <0.0001* 2448.811 0.0000*

Uni+LN 505 <0.0001* 2416.245 0.0000*

Results are summarized for all trees obtained with each method and presented as a range of values (for the Bayesian analyses, results are shown for each

different combination of parameters). Abbreviations: Co-UMP, unweighted parsimony analysis with contingent character coding; IWMP, maximum

parsimony under implied weighting; ML–maximum likelihood analysis; Mu-UMP, traditional unweighted parsimony analysis with multistate character coding.

* Statistically significant values indicating tree topologies that are not equally well-explained by the data and significantly differ from the other analysed

topologies.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.t002
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Discussion

Despite some modifications performed in this study to the data matrix being utilized, this data-

set still includes the characters and most ingroup taxa used by different authors since Bell & Pol-

cyn [8]. As a consequence, there is an overall topology similarity between the strict consensus of

the Co-UMP tree (Fig 1A) and the results of most studies published in the past decade, regard-

ing the position of aigialosaurids, the monophyly and composition of Russellosaurina, and the

monophyly of Mosasaurinae (although the internal relationships of the latter clade can be quite

variable). Therefore, most of the major differences in the trees obtained by the other remaining

methods relative to recently published studies (and our Co-UMP tree) should be explained

mostly by differences in the methods of tree inference being implemented (implied weighting,

maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference), or coding method (contingent vs multistate).

The lack of resolution in our Mu-UMP (Fig 1B) when compared to the same tree using con-

tingent coding (Co-UMP, Fig 1A) may be a consequence of the loss of resolution provided by

unordered multistate character coding, at least for parsimony-based analyses [86]. This loss of

resolution has the consequence of binary characters in the dataset playing a relatively greater

influence to the resulting trees [87]. Despite this effect, other datasets in which numerous

ordered multistate characters have been re-analyzed as unordered have not shown an overall

decrease in resolution in the strict consensus—e.g. Simões et al. [88]. Additionally, only a
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https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.g003
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small portion of the original characters were converted into multistate characters. Thus, we

conjecture that finding reduced resolution in the strict consensus of the multistate dataset

should also indicate a lack of agreement among characters in the present dataset, and not just a

loss of resolution due to multistate coding.

The majority rule consensus of the posterior trees output from the Bayesian analyses (Fig 2)

also had less resolution than the Co-UMP strict consensus and the ML trees. The Bayesian

inference trees were also less resolved than preliminary runs using equal rates of variation (not

shown). However, as noted in the Introduction, equal rates of variation are systematically found

as a less desirable model in comparison to variable rates for Bayesian inference, both due to lack

of accuracy and because of the implicit biological assumptions. Importantly, adding more

parameters and rates of variation to likelihood based analyses increases the topology variance

being recovered, and this may occasionally result in decreased resolution [71]. Furthermore,

analyses under the Mk model have been shown to have decreased resolution compared to parsi-

mony methods when analysed using Bayesian inference [24, 89]. Therefore, it is suggested that

adding rates of variation to the mosasauroid dataset tested here might be responsible for the

decreased resolution when compared to the Bayesian inference under equal rates. Decreased

resolution by the Mk model using Bayesian inference compared to parsimony methods might

also explain the decreased resolution of the Bayesian trees relative to the Co-UMP tree.

It is interesting to note that the polytomy recovered in the early divergence of mosasauroids

in the Mu-UMP and Bayesian analyses also provides a good representation of the lack of agree-

ment and conflicting results regarding the position of Komensaurus and halisaurines relative

to other mosasauroids in previous analyses: sometimes recovered as early mosasauroids [1, 10,

11, 27, 42], or within russellosaurines [7, 8, 49, 83, 85], or with Komensaurus as an early mosa-

sauroid and halisaurines as early mosasaurines [12, 25]. These numerous previous conflicting

results for the phylogenetic position of these taxa (as well as our results) indicate their phyloge-

netic position is far from fully understood and thus remains poorly resolved.

The problematic taxon Dallasaurus is most often recovered at the early divergence of, or as

the sister taxon to, mosasaurines [7, 8, 12, 25, 83, 85]. Dutchak & Caldwell [11] had previously

indicated an alternative view, with Dallasaurus as an early mosasauroidalong with halisaurines

andHaasiasaurus. Conflicting results with the commonly recovered position for Dallasaurus
(at the base of or sister taxon to mosasaurines), were obtained by three distinct tree inference

methods herein: traditional parsimony with multistate characters (Mu-UMP), implied weight-

ing (IWMP) and Baysian inference. Although we also recovered Dallasaurus as an early mosa-

saurine using ML, our results urge caution for the placement of Dallasaurus. Taking into

consideration the also problematic placement of halisaurines and Komensaurus, we consider

these three taxa to be critical towards a better understanding of the early radiation of mosa-

sauroid reptiles, and the acquisition of pelvic and autopodial anatomies fully adapted to

aquatic locomotion (see more below).

The acquisition and potential loss of features related to aquatic

locomotion

One of the most discussed topics concerning the evolution of mosasauroid reptiles regards the

origin of the hydropelvic condition, which is associated with the achievement of a fully aquatic

lifestyle. As discussed by Caldwell & Palci [7], the retention of the sacrum in plesiopelvic mosa-

sauroids might have allowed the capacity to move ashore, while the hydropelvic condition

(with a total loss of any bony articulation between the vertebral column and the pelvic girdle—

see character 89 and 117 in S1 Text) represents a transition to a fully aquatic lifestyle. In addi-

tion to these modifications of the sacral region, fore and hind limbs also underwent a set of
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modifications that facilitate locomotion in aquatic environments. The autopodials, for in-

stance, are modified in most mosasauroids into paddle-shaped structures. The set of trans-

formations leading to that configuration include changes from a plesiopedal condition, as

typified by the configuration seen in aigialosaurs (early mosasauroids)—phalangeal formula

(i.e., 2-3-4-5-3 or 2-3-4-5-4)—to a hydropedal condition, characterized by hyperphalangy

(especially in digits II-to-IV), and which may occur at different degrees of development [e.g.,

7, 12, 83]—character 123.

Previous phylogenetic hypotheses suggest both hydropelvic and hydropedal configurations

have multiple origins [7, 8, 11, 12]. In our results, however, we detect a different evolutionary sce-

nario by mapping the characters that account for these morphologies in the current dataset. Due

to lack of resolution in the Mu-UMP and Bayesian inferences, character mapping using optimiza-

tion of ancestral character-states was possible for the Co-UMP, IWMP and ML trees only.

In the IWMP tree (with halisaurines as early russellosaurines), both hydropelvic and hy-

dropedal conditions evolve only once in the early evolution of Mosasauridae, with the pelvic

condition reversed in tethysaurines (Fig 4). The pedal condition in tethysaurines is currently
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Fig 4. Maximum parsimony ancestral trait optimization on the IWMP best fit tree. Characters maps indicate evolutionary change of character 117 on the
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https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.g004
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unknown, thus if reversals in the pelvic condition are coupled with pedal changes, this cannot

be assessed given the present data. In the Co-UMP and ML trees, hydropelvic and hydropedal

conditions are ancestral to all mosasaurines (as they are in the IWMP tree). However, the

placement of the group formed by Tethysaurinae+Yaguarasaurinae as the sister clade to other

russellosaurines (and halisaurines as early mosasaurines), makes the optimization of the

branch that is ancestral to all russellosaurines ambiguous in both the Co-UMP and ML trees

(Table 3 and S2 Fig). The ancestral state reconstruction for the ML tree gives a higher likeli-

hood that the ancestral condition for russellosaurines is hydropelvic (Table 3), which would

favour the hypothesis of reversal among tethysaurines, as also implied by the IWMP analysis.

Ancestral state reconstruction using on the Bayesian MCC tree also supports a higher likeli-

hood for the hydropelvic condition as the ancestral one for Mosasauridae and for Clade B (Fig

5). However, the likelihood do not reach close to 0.95 (see Table 4), and so this result should

be seen with caution. Regarding the evolution of the pedal morphology, there is a high likeli-

hood of the hydropedal condition being ancestral for the whole Mosasauridae. Although the

pedal condition in tethysaurines is currently unknown, if their pedal morphology evolved

along with the pectoral morphology then it should be expected that tethysaurines possess a ple-

siopedal condition. This would favor the hypothesis of reversal to a plesiopelvic/pedal condi-

tion in this clade under the Bayesian MCC tree.

Therefore, two hypotheses remain concerning the ancestral condition for russellosaurines

(found as a clade in most trees): hydropelvic and hydropedal conditions are ancestral to russel-

losaurines (and thus to all Mosasauridae too because of the condition in Mosasaurinae) with a

reversal in tethysaurines; or plesiopelvic/pedal conditions are ancestral to all russellosaurines,

with tethysaurines representing the plesiomorphic condition, and thus that hydropelvic/pedal

condition evolved independently in other russellosaurines relative to mosasaurines. Under the

ML tree and the Bayesian MCC tree, there is also ambiguity regarding the early evolution of

pelvic and pedal conditions in mosasaurs, but a greater likelihood is given to an early evolution

of hydropelvic/pedal conditions for all mosasaurids, meaning that tethysaurines may represent

a case of reversal under this hypothesis (similarly to the ML tree results).

Conclusions

Our results suggest that even among methods that take branch lengths, evolutionary rates, and

homoplasy rates into consideration, there is no conclusive solution for the placement of hali-

saurines and Dallasaurus. Additionally, under Bayesian inference, Russellosaurina is paraphy-

letic. Yet, all the results agree on the monophyly of Mosasaurinae (exclusive of Dallasaurus),
Tylosaurinae, and the paraphyly of the genus Prognathodon, Additionally, we found no phylo-

genetic hypothesis supporting the recently proposed convergent evolution of the hydropelvic/

pedal conditions in mosasauroids [7, 8, 11, 12]. Instead, the only unambiguous result obtained

Table 3. Ancestral state likelihood reconstruction (Mk model) for pelvic and pedal characters obtained from the ML tree.

Clade Ch. 89 Ch. 117 Ch. 123

State 0 State 1 State 0 State 1 State 0 State 1

Mosasaurinae 0.06 0.94 0.047 0.953 0.004 0.996

Russellosaurina 0.399 0.601 0.313 0.687 ? ?

Mosasauridae 0.543 0.457 0.48 0.52 0.072 0.928

Proportional ancestral state likelihoods (using Mk model) for the three main mosasauroid clades. Characters 89 and 117 relate to pelvic and 123 to pedal

morphologies. State “0” is associated with plesiopelvic/pedal conditions and state “1” with hydropelvic/pedal conditions.

? Indicate ambiguous likelihoods that could not be calculated.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.t003
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Fig 5. Likelihood ancestral trait reconstruction on the Bayesian MCC tree. Characters maps indicate evolutionary change of character 117 on the pelvic

condition (left) and 123 on the pedal condition (right). White nodes indicate 100% likelihood for state “0”, black nodes indicate 100% likelihood for state “1”,

and nodes in shades of gray indicate missing data or ancestral state ambiguity. Nodes with both black and white colors indicate the proportional likelihoods of

state “0”(white) and state “1” (black) in a pie chart format.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.g005

Table 4. Ancestral state likelihood reconstruction (Mk model) for pelvic and pedal characters obtained from the Bayesian maximum clade credibil-

ity tree.

Clade Ch. 89 Ch. 117 Ch. 123

State 0 State 1 State 0 State 1 State 0 State 1

Mosasauridae 0.432 0.568 0.314 0.686 0.033 0.967

Clade B* 0.419 0.580 0.291 0.709 ? ?

Proportional ancestral state likelihoods (using Mk model) for the three main mosasauroid clades. Characters 89 and 117 relate to pelvic and 123 to pedal

morphologies. State “0” is associated with plesiopelvic/pedal conditions and state “1”with hydropelvic/pedal conditions.

* Clade B is chosen herein because the node from where this clade branches from is also the most recent ancestral node to tethysaurines, thus revealing

the likelihood in the most recent common ancestor for that clade.

? Indicate ambiguous likelihoods that could not be calculated.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0176773.t004
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concerning the semi-to-fully aquatic transition in mosasauroids (from the implied weighting

analysis) indicates a single origin of hydropelvic/pedal mosasauroids, with a reversal within

tethysaurines for the pelvic condition. Additionally, despite some ambiguity under the ML

and Bayesian MCC trees, a greater likelihood is given to a reversal among tethysaurines to a

plesiopelvic condition.

One of the main causes of divergence between the resolved topologies obtained herein

(using Co-UMP, IWMP, ML and Bayesian MCC tree), are the phylogenetic position of hali-

saurines, Dallasaurus, and the early evolution of russellosaurines. Combined with the discus-

sions above, we consider that in order to better understand the semi-to-fully aquatic transition

in mosasauroids, and evaluate potential reasons for the seeming reversal condition in plesio-

pelvic forms, two areas of investigation need to be further developed: i) a deep re-assessment

of the character construction used to infer mosasauroid relationships. Our observations

strongly suggest that a significant portion of the characters currently used in all phylogenetic

investigations of mosasauroid relationships—all derived as modification of Bell [1]—might fall

in a number of problematic character categories recently identified by Simões et al. [88]; and

ii) a revision of relevant taxa in the early evolution of mosasauroids, in particular regard to

halisaurines, yaguarasaurines and Dallasaurus.
It is also recommended that future investigations concerning mosasauroid evolution should

take into account phylogenetic procedures that can account for great disparity in branch lengths

and evolutionary rates. In the case of Bayesian inference, this method yields quite distinct relation-

ships among mosasauroids from most previous studies. Considering the seemingly greater perfor-

mance of Bayesian methods over other phylogenetic procedures regarding accuracy in datasets of

similar size to the one tested herein [23, 24, 89], topological relationship that are resultant from

Bayesian inference must be taken into account (despite some potential loss of resolution).
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